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(R2) 14:10 FAKENHAM, 2m 59y 

Racing To School Riders' Programme Novices' Chase (Class 3) (5YO plus)
No Silk Form Horse Details Age/Wt Jockey/Trainer OR

1 611-011 GREANETEEN (FR) 13 D 
b g Great Pretender - Manson Teene

6 11 - 8 H Cobden
P F Nicholls

147

Jockey Colours: Pink, large purple spots, hooped sleeves
Timeform says: Expensive French recruit who has made fine start over fences, scoring at
Ascot before impressively brushing aside his rivals at Musselburgh in a fast time. Already an
assured jumper so one to beat.  (Forecast 2.10)

Notes: 

2 U222-12 CHAMPAGNE MYSTERY (IRE) 72 
b g Shantou - Spanker

6 11 - 3 Nico de Boinville
N J Henderson

144

Jockey Colours: Emerald green and yellow (quartered), white sleeves and cap
Timeform says: Made striking impression on his chase debut at Aintree with wide-margin
win but failed to build on it when second in 4-runner Haydock novice 72 days ago. Superb
jumper who remains capable of better.  (Forecast 2.25)

Notes: 

3 25-85F2 ESKENDASH (USA) 22 D 
ch g Eskendereya - Daffaash

7 10 - 12 Kielan Woods
Mrs P Sly

125

Jockey Colours: Yellow, emerald green triple diamond and armlets, emerald green cap, yellow
diamonds
Timeform says: Fairly useful hurdler who has shown similar form without winning over
fences, second in novice handicap over C&D 22 days ago. This is a different ball game
though.  (Forecast 11.00)

Notes: 

TIMEFORM VIEW: GREANETEEN has looked a natural since sent over fences and Paul Nicholls's
exciting ex-French recruit can extend his unbeaten sequence to three here and throw his hat into the
ring as a lively Arkle outsider. Champagne Mystery also impressed as a young chaser of immense
promise when scoring at Aintree and is greatly respected, despite having his colours lowered at
Haydock on his only run since.
 
Timeform 1-2-3:  
1: GREANETEEN (1) 
2: CHAMPAGNE MYSTERY (2) 
3: ESKENDASH (3)
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